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ABSTRACT
Opinion mining is crucial for both individuals and companies.
Individuals may want to see the opinion of other customers
about a product to analyze it before buying it. Companies
want to analyze the feedback of customers about their
products to make future decisions. So, analyzing customer‟s
opinion and their response is important. Mining is used on
product reviews that are available on different blogs, web
forums, and product review sites to evaluate opinions of
customers. By doing so, new customers are able to find views
of others about a product and can decide which product to buy
by the help of opinion of customers already using the product.
In addition comparison of same feature of products by
different vendors is done. In this way companies can focus on
improving the features of their product that are not popular
among customers. This leads to overcome the requirements of
marketing intelligence and product benchmarking in the
production industry. In this paper we do a survey of papers
and will summarize the issues and challenges of opinion
mining that affect the results of opinion mining.

their products, web reviews can be used for this purpose as the
web has acquired immense value as an actively evolving
repository of knowledge for market research. [4, 5]
Due to availability of large volume of information on Web,
opinion mining can still be a formidable task. Consider a user
looking to buy a laptop. Figure 1 shows all the available
laptop reviews for a Dell laptop obtained from Google
Product Search. Although these opinions are meant for just
one product, there are more than 400 reviews for this one
product from around 20 different sources. Such overwhelming
amounts of information make summarization of the web very
critical. Google searches facts, not opinion. „Opinion‟ mainly
includes opinionated text data such as blog/review articles,
and associated numerical data like aspect rating is also
included. To generate a concise and digestible summary of a
large number of opinions is the study of Opinion
Summarization. The simplest form of an opinion summary is
the result of sentiment prediction /opinion mining. [13].
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1. INTRODUCTION
It‟s an emphasis of the marketing places to identify and
subsequently satisfy consumer needs. So, in order to examine
consumer needs and to implement effective marketing
strategies aimed at satisfying these needs, marketing managers
need relevant, current information about consumers,
competitors and other forces in the marketplace. There is not
much study on opinions in the past, as a significant part of
consumer information, which is present in company‟s own
databases, has been ignored in the past and there was less
opinionated text available before the existence of World Wide
Web.
Nowadays users of web 2.0 contribute content actively in
web-forums and product review websites. With the growth of
the web over the last decade, opinions can now be found
almost everywhere-blogs, social networking sites like
Facebook and Twitter, news portals, e-commerce sites, etc.
Therefore, to get additional market insights, modern
companies have a strong need to utilize this user-generated
content. So, if a person wants to purchase a certain product or
companies want to know opinions of the consumers about

Figure 1: Example Google product search on Dell laptop
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Figure 2: Overview of the steps consulting the KDD process

Opinion mining involves Text Mining and Language
Processing (NLP) and Text Classification. Text Mining has a
great potential to overcome the current deficiencies.
Unfortunately, natural language processing (NLP) encounters
a range of difficulties due to the sophisticated nature of human
language. Moreover, the area of opinion mining involves the
problem of Text Classification, which is totally different from
the usual Text Mining. In usual Text Classification, the focus
is on identifying topic, whereas for opinion mining, Sentiment
Classification is done which focuses on the assessing writer‟s
sentiment toward the topic. Emotions are not satisfactorily
analyzed with keyword based methods. [4, 5]
The paper discusses the challenges for opinion mining which
include some common issues of KDD process. The techniques
used for mining also affect the results. So, they are also an
issue affecting opinion mining. Opinion mining has some
challenges of its own nature.
KDD process is discussed as follows.

1.1 Knowledge Discovery
In modern database technology, processing of very huge
volume of data is involved, to extract new knowledge.
o

Definition(Knowledge discovery) is the extraction of
hidden, previously unknown information from data that
is of interest to the end user‟s knowledge and
objectives.[1]

As knowledge is not always represented explicitly, so to
extract useful information from complex and large volume of
data, current database technology involves processing of data.
So, Data mining and knowledge discovery (KDD) process is
used for this purpose and the field of data mining and
knowledge discovery from databases has emerged as a new
discipline in engineering.

1.1.1 Knowledge discovery process in databases
(KDD)
The KDD process is outlined in Figure 2. [2, 12]
The KDD process includes the following steps:
1. Learning the application domain: includes relevant prior
knowledge and the goals of the application.
2. Creating a target dataset: includes selecting a dataset or
focusing on a subset of variables or data samples on which
discovery is to be performed.
3. Data cleaning and preprocessing: includes basic
operations such as removing noise or outliers if appropriate,
collecting the necessary information to model or account for
noise, deciding on strategies for handling missing data fields,
and accounting for time sequence information and known
changes, as well as deciding DBMS issues such as data types,
schema, and mapping of missing and unknown values.
4. Data reduction and projection: includes finding useful
features to represent the data, depending on the goal of the
task, and using dimensionality reduction or transformation
methods to reduce the effective number of variables under
consideration or to find invariant representations for the data.
5. Choosing the function of data mining: includes deciding
the purpose of the model derived by the data mining algorithm
e.g. this can be summarization, classification, regression, and
clustering.
6. Choosing the data mining algorithm(s): includes
selecting method(s) to be used for searching for patterns in the
data, such as deciding which models and parameters may be
appropriate (e.g., models for categorical data are different
from models on vectors over real) and matching a particular
data mining method with the overall criteria of the KDD
process (e.g., the user may be more interested in
understanding the model than in its predictive capabilities).
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7. Data mining: includes searching for patterns of interest
in a particular representational form or a set of such
representations, including classification rules or trees,
regression, clustering, sequence modeling, dependency, and
line analysis.
8. Interpretation: includes interpreting the discovered
patterns and possibly returning to any of the previous steps, as
well as possible visualization of the extracted patterns,
removing redundant or irrelevant patterns, and translating the
useful ones into terms understandable by users.
9. Using discovered knowledge: includes incorporating this
knowledge into the performance system, taking actions based
on the knowledge, or simply documenting it and reporting it
to interested parties, as well as checking for and resolving
potential conflicts with previously believed (or extracted)
knowledge .
In paper [1] some common challenges of KDD and their
proposed solutions are presented. These also affect opinion
mining.

1.1.2 Issues that affect the overall knowledge
discovery process
Main issue in any discovery system is the problems in
ensuring the quality (consistency, accuracy, and
completeness) of the discovered knowledge. The problems
(i.e., incorrect, inconsistent, and incomplete rules) do exist in
the discovered rules due to:












1.1.3

An inadequate database design: Knowledge
discovery depends upon how well the database is
created and maintained.
Poor data: Efficiency of the discovery process and
the quality of the discovered knowledge are strongly
dependent on the quality of data.
The vulnerability/limitations of the tools used for
discovery
Flaws in the discovery process: The process used
to obtain and validate the rules using a given tool on
a given database.
Real-world databases present difficulties as they
tend to be dynamic, incomplete, redundant,
inaccurate, and very large. So, these problems
associated with the discovery techniques /schemes
cause the discovered knowledge to be incorrect,
inconsistent, incomplete, and uninteresting.
Relational databases create new types of problems
for knowledge discovery since they are normalized
to avoid redundancies and update anomalies, which
make them unsuitable for knowledge discovery.
Operational relational databases, built for online
transaction processing, are generally regarded as
unsuitable for rule discovery since they are designed
for maximizing transaction capacity.
Summary and historical data absent: Summary
and historical data, which are essential for accurate
and complete knowledge discovery, are generally
absent in the operational databases. Rule discovery
based on just the detailed (most recent) data is
neither accurate nor complete.

Solution

Some solutions are proposed to avoid these problems.


Cleaning data: Clean data should be provided to
the discovery process in order to discover useful
information from the databases. Hence, the





databases need to be cleaned before the actual
discovery process takes place in order to avoid
discovering incomplete, inaccurate, redundant,
inconsistent, and
uninteresting knowledge.
Improved tools and techniques :Different tools
and techniques have been developed to improve the
quality of the databases in recent years, leading
to a better discovery environment.
Data warehouse instead of operational, relational
databases: Most of the knowledge discovery has
been done on operational relational. A data
warehouse is a better environment for rule
discovery since it checks for the quality of data
more rigorously than the operational data-base. It
also includes the integrated, summarized, historical,
and metadata which complement the detailed data.
Summarized and historical data: Summarized
data contains patterns that can be discovered.
Historical data (i.e., sales product 1982-1991) is
essential in understanding the true nature of the
patterns representing the data. [2]

1.2 Data Mining
Data mining is the analysis step of the KDD process and the
overall process is dependent on it. It aims at extracting
knowledge from large amount of data in an understandable
structure that is useful for companies and individuals. Sifting
through very large amounts of data for useful information,
Data mining uses intelligence techniques, neural networks,
and advanced statistical tools(such as cluster analysis) to
reveal trends, patterns, and relationships, which might
otherwise have remained undetected. In contrast to an expert
system (which draws inferences from the given data on the
basis of a given set of rules) data mining attempts to discover
hidden rules underlying the data. This is also called data
surfing.

1.2.1 Soft computing methodologies for data
mining
Soft computing methodologies are used for data mining.
These vary depending upon whether the data is
structured/semi-structured /non-structured. Some are:
For structured data:
 A decision tree can describe a rule set in the format
of a tree structure. The tree is regarded as the set of
IF-THEN rules.
 Neural networks and rough sets are employed for
rule extraction from data. A neural network can
describe a rule set in the format of a network
structure. The network stores the relationships
between attributes and classes as weights of the
arcs in the network. The weights are appropriately
adjusted by the back propagation algorithm.
 A genetic algorithm inspired by the concept of
evolution can acquire a rule set from structured
data. Genetic algorithms are involved in various
optimization and search processes, like query
optimization and template selection.
For non-structured data:
 Fuzzy sets naturally deal with uncertainty. So, fuzzy
set theory comes to deal with ambiguous data. [1]
These techniques are a factor that also affects quality of the
mined knowledge.
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2. WEB MINING
As large volume of information is available online, World
Wide Web is a natural area for data mining. The Web mining
research is at the crossroads of research from several research
communities such as database, information retrieval, and
Artificial Intelligence. [1]
As web knowledge is scattered and due to lack of any uniform
format, web mining is a difficult task and involves many
issues. As in paper [6] and [7], web mining and its categories
are explained:
o

DEFINITION (Web mining) is the process of applying
data mining techniques for discovering patterns from
the Web.
Web mining is divided into three different types, which
are Web usage mining, Web content mining and Web
structure mining. These categories are shown in figure 3.

2.1 Web Usage Mining
Web usage mining is the process of discovering what users
want to see on the Internet. Some users are interested in
textual data while others in multimedia data. This is done by
making use of user logs.

2.2 Web Structure Mining
Web structure mining is the process of extracting knowledge
from web pages by focusing the structure. According to the
type of web structural data, web structure mining can be
divided into two kinds:
1. Extracting patterns from hyperlinks in the web:
a hyperlink is a structural component that connects the web
page to a different location.
2. Mining the document structure: analysis of the tree-like
structure of page structures to describe HTML or XML tag
usage.

2.3 Web Content Mining
Web content mining aims to extract useful information from
contents of the web page. It involves scanning of all the
contents on a web page to find its relevance with the search
query [3]

Figure 3: Web mining categories

3. OPINION MINING
It is kind of web content mining. Figure 3 shows this
categorization clearly.


DEFINITION If a set of text documents (T) are
given, that have opinions on an object, opinion
mining intends to identify attributes of the object on
which opinion have been given, in each of the
document t ϵ T and to find orientation of the
comments i.e. whether the comments are positive or
negative.
Figure 4 shows different terms that used interchangeably for
opinion mining [9]

Figure 4: Synonyms of Opinion mining
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3.1 Scientific Fundamentals
3.1.1

Model of Opinion Mining

As people are free to give their opinions on anything, e.g.,
they buy a product and then they express their views on
products‟ features in various forums. The term „object‟ is used
for the entity on which comments have been given.
 Definition (object): An object A is an entity. It is
related to a pair, A: (C, R), where C is the
components and sub-components of A, and R is
the attributes of A. Each component can have its
own sub-components and attributes.
“Features” can refer to either components or attributes. It is
also commonly used for objects. Let us consider a document t,
which contains opinions on an object A. Generally, t is
composed of sentences t = (s1, s2, s3… sn).
 Definition (opinion passage on a feature):
Opinion on a particular feature f of an object A,
extracted from a document t, is a group of
sentences in t that contain some opinion on f.
A single sentence may express opinions on several features
of a product, e.g., “The picture quality of this camera is
good, but the battery life is short”.
 Definition (opinion holder): The person giving
his/her opinion on something is the holder of the
opinion.
 Definition
(semantic
orientation/sentiment
classification of an opinion): The semantic
orientation of an opinion on a feature f states
whether the opinion is positive, negative or
neutral. This classification can be done at sentence
level i.e. whether a sentence contains a positive
opinion on a feature of an object or it may contain
negative opinion on it.
Fig 5 shows the opinion mining model [9]

Figure 5: Model of Opinion mining

3.1.2

Model of Feature-Based Opinion Mining

An object A can be represented with a set of features, F = {f1,
f2… fn}, which includes the object itself. Each feature fi ϵ F
can be expressed with a finite set of words or phrases Wi
which are synonyms. That is, there is a set of corresponding
synonym sets W = {W1, W2… Wn} for n features. An opinion
holder comments for each feature fi to describe the feature by
choosing a word from Wk, and then gives opinion on fi that
can be positive, negative or neutral. In a document, Opinion
mining is used to extract useful information (sentiments of
opinions) from a given document t.

3.1.3

Mining output

Given an evaluative document t having opinions on an object
A, the result is a set of quadruples. Every Quadruple is
represented by (H, A, f, S), where H being the opinion holder,
A being the object, f being feature of the object A and S being
semantic orientation of the opinion on feature f in document t.

3.1.4

Opinion Summary

There are several ways to utilize the results of opinion mining.
One way is to represent a summary of opinions on features of
the objects. This is explained with an example in following
section [4, 23]

3.1.5 Mining comparative and superlative
(regular) opinion sentences
A person who purchased a certain product can express direct
opinion on the features of the object and give comments like
“Feature1 of this product is great”.”Feature2 of this product is
so so”. Feature 3 of this product is bogus. Such opinions are
direct or regular opinions. In this case, during opinion mining,
objects, their features and the orientation of the opinion are to
be identified. Such opinions are expressed by using third form
of adjectives/adverbs e.g. “Feature4 is best”, “Feature4 is
worst”.
Some people express their views on products in a comparative
way e.g. Feature1 of product A is „better‟ than Feature 1 of
product B. Thus comparisons are made using comparison
words and second form of adjectives/adverbs e.g. „better‟ in
the last sentence. Comparisons are related to but are also
different from direct opinions. In such text it is to be identified
that what objects are being compared, which of their featured
are being compared and which objects are given preference by
their opinion holders. [4, 10, 11]
In figure 6, a summary of opinions on features of camera is
shown. Here, “CAMERA” represents the camera itself .125
reviews expressed positive opinions on the camera and 7
reviews expressed negative opinions on the camera. “Picture
quality” and “size” are two product features. 123 reviews
expressed positive opinions on the picture quality, and only 6
reviews expressed negative opinions. The <individual review
sentences> points to the specific sentences and/or the whole
reviews that give the positive or negative comments about the
feature. With such a summary, the user can easily see how
existing customers feel about the digital camera. If he/she is
very interested in a particular feature, he/she can drill down
by following the <individual review sentences> link to see
why existing customers like it and/or dislike it. Such
sentences are positive or negative or even neutral.

Putting things together, a model for an object and a set of
opinions on the features of the object can be defined, which is
called the feature-based opinion mining model.
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Figure 7: Visual Feature-based summary of opinions on a
digital camera

Figure 6: Positive and negative opinion on camera featutes
Another way of summary of opinions gathered from multiple
reviews on a particular camera is shown in Table 1. These are
regular opinions marking features of a product as good or
bad. The object features and number of positive and negative
reviews on these features are listed in the table below.
Table 1 . Number of Positive and negative reviews on
camera featutes

Product
feature
Camera

Reviews
(positive)
125

Reviews
(negative)
7

Picture Quality

123

6

Size

82

10

This summary can be easily visualized using a bar chart [4, 8].
Fig. 7 shows such a chart. In the figure, the extent of the bar
above the X-axis shows number of positive opinions on a
feature (shown at the top of the bar), and the extent of bar
below the X-axis shows the number of negative opinions on
the same feature.
Obviously, other visualizations are also possible. For
example, one may only show the percentage of positive (or
negative) opinions on each feature. Comparing opinion
summaries of a few competing objects is even more
interesting [4, 8]. Fig. 8 shows a visual comparison of
consumer opinions on two competing digital cameras. One
can clearly see how consumers view different features of each
camera. This is comparative opinions i.e. comparing features
of two cameras by different companies e.g. Camera A‟s
picture is better than B‟s.

Figure 8: Visual Opinions comparisons of two digital
cameras

3.1.6

Sentiment Classification

Sentiment classification has been widely studied in the natural
language processing community. It is defined as follows: If a
set of evaluative documents T are given, it determines
whether each document t ϵ T expresses a positive or negative
opinion (or sentiment) on an object. Sentiment classification
basically determines the semantic orientation of the opinion
expressed on object O in each evaluative document that
satisfies the above assumption. Apart from the documentlevel sentiment classification, classification at the sentencelevel is also studied, i.e., classifying each sentence as a
subjective or objective sentence and as expressing a positive
or negative opinion.

4. CHALLENGES OF OPINION
MINING
Since opinion mining is a relatively new filed, thus there are
several challenges to be faced. According to Reference [4]
current techniques are just primitive for opinions and
comparisons identification and extraction. Mainly these
challenges are related to the authenticity of the extracted data
and the methods used in it. A summary of challenges of
opinion mining is as follows:
Reference [27] discusses some issues of opinion mining. A
complex example blog to discuss them is considered:
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In the review shown in Figure 9, the features of
phone are identified as “camera”, “sound” and
“voice”. It is always a challenge to identify features
of the objects. Recently noun based approaches are
being used. Verbs can also be the features of an
object. But they are difficult to identify.



Grouping synonyms: Different words or phrases
can be used to refer to the same feature of the
object. So, such words (synonyms) should be
identified and grouped together. It is a difficult task
to identify these words. A lot of research is required
to be done on this issue as it has not been much
addressed in the past. To produce a summary
similar to the one in Figure 9, it is needed to group
synonym features, as people often use different
words or phrases to describe the same feature. In
this example, “voice” and “sound” both refer to the
same feature.



Opinion orientation classification: This task
identifies the orientation of opinions i.e. determines
whether the opinions on the features are positive,
negative or neutral. In the review shown in Figure 9,
the opinion on “voice” is negative. Many
approaches can be used for this purpose. Usually,
lexicon based approach is used as it performs quite
well. The lexicon-based approach basically uses
opinion words and phrases in a sentence to
determine the orientation of an opinion on a feature.
A relaxation labeling based approach is also
proposed.



Similarly classifying an opinion as positive,
negative or neutral can be a difficult task in opinion
mining. A word could be considered positive in one
situation and negative in another situation. This can
be difficult to calculate as a sentence can be
considered negative because of the use of negative
words in it.
The task of extracting the opinion expressed in text
is challenging due to different reasons. One of them
is that the same word (in particular, adjectives) can
have different polarities depending on the context.
[14, 16] addresses this problem.

Figure 9: A complex example blog


Object identification: In opinion mining, firstly
you have to identify the objects in a review on
which opinion have been given. This problem is
important because without knowing the object on
which an opinion has been expressed, the opinion is
of little use. However, there is a difference. In for
opinion mining, only those objects in the review are
to be considered which are in competition to each
other. The system thus needs to separate relevant
objects and irrelevant objects.



In the review shown in Figure 9, objects identified
are “Nokia phone”, “Moto phone”, “Bestway”. But
in the review only “Nokia phone” and “Moto
phone” are being compared. So, these are the only
relevant entities to be considered for comparison.



Feature extraction: In the review shown in Figure
9, considering the sentence “The voice on my phone
was not clear” the object feature is “voice”.
Reference [26] discusses such a noun based
approach in which supervised pattern mining
method is suggested. In this technique, frequently
used nouns noun phrases as features are identified
as features, which are usually genuine features.
Many other techniques are also used for extracting
information, e.g., conditional random fields (CRF),
hidden Markov models (HMM), and many others.





Existing approaches are based on supervised and
unsupervised methods. One of the key issues is to
identify opinion words and phrases (e.g., good, bad,
poor, great), which are instrumental to sentiment
analysis. The problem is that there are seemly an

Figure 10: Visual comparison of feature-based opinion summaries of two cellular phones
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unlimited number of expressions that people use to
express opinions and in different domains they can
be significantly different. Even in the same domain,
same word depicts different opinions depending
upon the context of the text. For example, if a
person says “camera has a „small‟ size”. Then
„small‟ has a positive orientation because for a
camera to have small size is a positive feature as
makes it easily portable. But if one says “Camera
has „small‟ battery life”. Then „small‟ has a negative
orientation because for a camera to have small
battery life is negative features as it needs to be
replaced frequently. There are still many problems
that need to be solved.




Positive words become negative when used with
negations e.g. in the review in example 9 “voice” is
the feature and opinion is “clear” which is positive.
But as it is stated “voice is not clear”. So, negation
makes the opinion negative. Hence a context along
with word is crucial.

o

To separate opinion sentences from others is a basic
challenge.
Some other papers also present the issues as:




Integration: Integrating the above tasks is also
complex because we need to match the five pieces
of information in the quintuple (oj, fjk, ooijkl, hi, tl).
That is, the opinion ooijkl must be given by opinion
holder hi on feature fjk of object oj at time tl. To
make matters worse, a sentence may not explicitly
mention some pieces of information, but they are
implied due to pronouns, language conventions, and
the context. To deal with these problems, we need
to apply NLP techniques in the opinion mining
context, e.g., parsing, word sense disambiguation,
and coreference resolution. We use coreference
resolution as an example to give a glimpse of the
issues. For our example blog, to figure out what is
“my phone” and what is “her phone” in sentences
(3) and (5) is not a simple task. Sentence (4) does
not mention any phone and does not have a
pronoun. The question is which phone “the camera”
belongs to. Coreference resolution is a classic
problem in NLP. There is still no accurate solution
from the research community.
Reference [4] also discusses some issues:





Opinion mining at document level: Classifying
evaluative texts at the document level does not give
information about likes and dislikes of the opinion
holder.
An evaluative document usually contains both
positive and negative opinions. In the document,
Opinion holder does not have all the positive
opinions on features of the objects nor does he have
disliking for all the features, although the general
sentiment on the object may be positive or negative.
So, to deal with such a problem, opinion mining at
feature level can help to identify both positive and
negative opinions in a document.
So, feature level approach solves this issue. Such
kind of problem is addressed in [15] as it discusses
agreement or disagreement in forum texts.
Selection of opinion oriented sentences. (for
comparative and regular) Textual information can
be broadly classified into two main categories[4]:
o Facts

In past, most of the research has been
done on extracting factual information,
e.g., information retrieval, Web search,
and many other text mining and natural
language processing tasks.
Opinions
In past no work was done on opinion
mining but it is being focused in last few
years.





Identify comparison words: Identify comparison
words and whether they are giving positive or
negative feedback totally depends on their context.
So, it‟s not an easy job as sometimes good are bad
and bad are good.
Different People Different Writing Style: The fact
that comments or views entered by people who are
different from each other in the way they write, their
use of language, abbreviations and their knowledge
is a challenge on its own. People also do not express
opinion in the same way. One might use certain
negative terms in a sentence Text that appears in an
online newspaper and that which appears in an
online forum is widely different.
The mining of online forums and discussions is a
challenge on its own. Some possible reasons include
the use of abbreviations, the entry of comments by
different people, who differ in the way they write or
in the knowledge of the language they use [15]
Reference [25] addresses this problem. In this
reference some recent works have started to classify
product features but they heavily rely on linguistic
and natural language processing techniques.
However, writing in consumer reviews is usually
not formal and does not follow grammatical rules
which make language processing approach
inappropriate to use. Therefore, the linguistic and
language processing approach is not satisfactory.
So, a sentiment analysis system is suggested for
classifying products features in consumer reviews
by means of mining class association rules. The
experimental result shows that the content mining
approach is much promising than the natural
language processing approach.
Opinions Change with Time
Another challenge lies in the issue of being able to
monitor opinions changing with the passage of time.
This helps us to observe if a certain product gets
improved with time, or people change their opinion
about a product and get convinced for it with time. .
A research work is done to identify how the
peoples‟ mood changes over time in Reference
[17].The work done observes blogs where the mood
is explicitly specified either by selecting from a
predefined list of moods or by entering it as free
text.
Strength of Opinions
Identification of the strength of an opinion is
another challenge faced in opinion mining. The
strength of an opinion can change as the discussion
continues in a forum i.e. arguments used during
discussion are strong enough to change the strength
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of opinions. To identify strength of opinions
SentiWordNet application has been used [20].
Reference [18, 19] addresses this issue.
Misleading Opinions due to sarcastic and ironic
statements
Sarcastic and ironic sentences exist in text. In such
a scenario, positive words can have negative sense
of usage in a metaphorical manner. So, text in a
statement can be hard to identify as sarcastic or
ironic which can lead to erroneous orientation and
misleading opinion mining. Reference [21]
discusses this issue.
Sentences with Mixed Views
A bigger challenge for opinion mining comes when
people express positive and negative review in the
same sentence. This is mostly the issue when people
are communicating through informal mediums like
blogs and forums. People are more likely to
combine different opinions in the same sentences.
Such sentences can be difficult to parse for opinion
mining.
Sentiment mining or opinion mining is contrasted
generally with the traditional fact-based text mining.
Text mining seeks to classify documents by topics
while opinion mining generalizes text across many
domains and users. Strength of a feeling, degree of
positivity and similar factors can be of potential
importance in opinion mining. This issue is
presented in Reference [22] and it suggests a
technique to separate positive and negative
Misleading Opinions due to spam opinion
Reference [24] refers to the issue of dishonest
opinions/reviews that intend to affect opinion
mining about a product or service. Detecting such
opinions is important for practical utilization of
opinion mining. Semantic coverage may be useful
feature for detecting spam. Spam exists as:
o

Repeating of important terms

o

Dumping of many unrelated terms

Spam opinion and biased opinions are given by people
intentionally to affect opinion mining.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Opinions are very important for anyone who is going to make
a decision. Web mining has emerged in recent years as an
attractive technology to individuals and corporations to know
others‟ opinions.

6. FUTURE WORK
The summarized challenges in this paper have been dealt by
several approaches as discussed till now but still there is a
great space of improvement in this area. There is need of such
an approach which addresses all the challenges of opinion
mining simultaneously.
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